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Second Printing of

MORE GIFTS

by ADELA AMADOR

illustrated by CLAIBORNE O’CONNOR

now available from Amador Publishers, LLC

[ISBN:  978-0-938513-13-1    24 pp. $5.00]

MORE GIFTS, the sequel to Adela Amador’s beloved TWELVE GIFTS recipe collection, has been

reprinted with the original art and calligraphy by Claiborne O’Connor.  

TWELVE GIFTS (1991) and MORE GIFTS (1992) brought Adela Amador to the attention of NEW

MEXICO MAGAZINE.  She authored one of their most popular columns, Southwest Flavor; from 1993 to

2006, and a book by the same name in 2000.  More of Adela’s stories were compiled into the book,

UNDERCURRENTS: New Mexico Stories Then and Now (Amador Publishers, 1999).

The popularity of Adela’s work has helped sustain the small press she founded with her husband,

author Harry Willson, in 1986.  The couple have published a variety of books ranging from Southwest and

fantasy fiction, to biography, philosophy and satire.  In 2006, one of their authors, Zelda Gatuskin (THE

TIME DANCER, ANCESTRAL NOTES, CASTLE LARK), joined the press as co-owner and editor.  

Claiborne (a.k.a. “Mike”) O’Connor has provided cover art and illustrations for many Amador Publishers

titles over the years, beginning with the very first one, Harry Willson’s DUKE CITY TALES.

Adela, Harry, Zelda and Mike, will be available to greet the public at the Amador Publishers Mothers

Day Book Bash on Sunday May 11, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. at the Art is... OK & Company Gallery &

Sculpture Plaza.  The complete line of Amador books will be available for sale, and O’Connor’s original art

boards for MORE GIFTS will be on view.  Refreshments will include some of the favorite Amador family

recipes included in Adela’s books.  The event is free and open to the public.

The Art Is... OK & Company Gallery & Sculpture Plaza, located at 3301 Menaul Blvd. NE is, like

Amador Publishers, one of Albuquerque’s long-standing cultural institutions.  Founded by internationally

acclaimed sculptor OK Harris, the plaza boasts one of the city’s largest displays of outdoor sculpture.  The

indoor gallery is equally impressive, and provides a delightful community space for artists and art patrons to

mingle.  It has become a favorite location for Amador Publishers’ semi-annual “Book Bash” event.

Amador Publishers books are available for sale at Art Is... OK & Company year round, as well as at

local bookstores and gift shops, and direct from the publisher by calling 505-877-4395, or visiting the web

site: www.amadorbooks.com  Retailers may order direct from publisher, or from Books West in Denver, or

Territory Titles in Albuquerque.  Media may contact publisher regarding author interviews and review copies:

505-877-4395, or e-mail, harry@amadorbooks.com.
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